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Influence of Förster-type energy transfer on the vibrational relaxation
of anionic hydration shells
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We study the influence of Förster energy transfer on the vibrational relaxation dynamics of anionic
hydration shells by performing time-resolved mid-infrared spectroscopy on the OH-stretch vibration
of water molecules in aqueous solutions of sodium iodide. We observe that the Förster energy transfer
leads to a pronounced acceleration of the vibrational relaxation. We describe the observed dynamics
with a model in which we include the Förster vibrational energy transfer between the different hy-
droxyl groups in solution. With this model we can quantitatively describe the experimental data over
a wide range of isotopic compositions and salt concentrations. Our results show that resonant energy
transfer is an efficient mechanism assisting in the vibrational relaxation of anionic hydration shells.
© 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4816370]
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I. INTRODUCTION16

The introduction of ions into the hydrogen-bonding net-17

work of liquid water leads to a disruption of the tetrahe-18

dral hydrogen-bonding arrangement, as was first observed19

with linear absorption and Raman experiments.1 An impor-20

tant question related to ions in water concerns the range over21

which ions influence the structure of aqueous salt solution.22

Based on viscosity measurements and thermodynamics prop-23

erties, the influence of ions on the hydrogen bonding network24

of water has been discussed in terms of “structure makers”25

and “structure breakers,” an idea that was first introduced in26

the 1930s by Cox and Wolfenden.2 The term “structure mak-27

ers” refers to small ions with a high charge density such as28

F−, which are thought to have an ordering effect on the hydro-29

gen bonding network, whereas “structure breakers” generally30

describes larger ions with a low charge density such as Cs+31

that presumably lead to a weakening of the overall hydrogen32

bonding strength of water.333

Over the past decade, time-resolved infrared spec-34

troscopy has proven to be a useful technique to study the dy-35

namics of water molecules both in the pure liquid and in the36

hydration shells of ions.4–12 The hydroxyl stretch vibration37

(OH- or OD-stretch) has been the focus of most of the mid-38

infrared pump-probe-studies on aqueous salt solutions, since39

this mode forms a highly sensitive spectroscopic marker for40

the local environment of a water molecule.4–14 These spec-41

troscopic studies have yielded valuable information on the42

vibrational8,9 and reorientational5,7, 11, 12 dynamics of water43

and on the dynamics of its hydrogen bonding network.7,10, 1444

For example, the reorientational motion and the spectral dif-45

fusion dynamics of water molecules residing in the hydra-46

tion shell of halide anions have both been found to show47

a very slow component in comparison to the dynamics of48

pure water.6, 15, 16 The lifetime of the hydroxyl stretch vibra-49

tion has been found to vary substantially in different hydro-50

gen bonding environments. Several studies on aqueous salt51

a)Electronic mail: lotze@amolf.nl

solutions have shown that the formation of a hydrogen bond 52

to a halide ion leads to a substantial increase in the life- 53

time of the hydroxyl-stretch vibration.7,8 Similarly, for water 54

contained in AOT reverse micelles, it was observed that the 55

water molecules forming weak hydrogen bonds to the sul- 56

fonate groups of the AOT surfactants, also show a signifi- 57

cantly slower vibrational relaxation, with a T1 time constant 58

on the order of 3 ps.17,18 The question of how long a water 59

molecule resides in the hydration shell of an ion has been ad- 60

dressed by the groups of Fayer and Gaffney. In their studies, 61

they observe a dynamical exchange between water molecules 62

residing in anionic hydration shells and bulk water molecules 63

that takes place on a time scale of 7 ps for BF4−6 and 9 ps for 64

ClO4
−,15 respectively. In both studies the rotation of water 65

molecules out of the hydration shell was found to take place 66

via large angular jumps. This mechanism of water reorien- 67

tation has been predicted by Laage and Hynes.16 The same 68

mechanism is also active in bulk water.19 69

Nearly all of the previously mentioned time-resolved in- 70

frared experiments have been performed on either the OD- 71

stretch vibration of HDO molecules dissolved in H2O or the 72

inverse system (OH-stretch of HDO in D2O).4–11,13, 14, 20–23 73

However, in real life, aqueous solutions usually contain pure 74

H2O, which has properties that are distinct from the afore- 75

mentioned isotopic mixtures. One important feature of neat 76

H2O is the presence of efficient Förster resonant energy trans- 77

fer between the OH-stretch vibrations. Förster resonant en- 78

ergy transfer has been studied both in neat H2O and D2O,24–26 79

and has been found to lead to an ultrafast redistribution of the 80

excitation energy over neighboring OH (OD)-groups. In iso- 81

topic solutions resonant energy transfer is suppressed because 82

of the increase in average distance between OH groups. 83

In view of this work, it is interesting to see how Förster 84

resonant energy transfer affects the vibrational dynamics of 85

water molecules in aqueous salt solutions. In this paper, we 86

use aqueous solutions of sodium iodide as a model system to 87

study the influence of Förster energy transfer on the vibra- 88

tional relaxation dynamics of anionic hydration shells. Q189
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II. EXPERIMENTAL90

We measure the vibrational relaxation dynamics of the91

OH stretch vibration of HDO and H2O molecules for so-92

lutions of NaI in mixtures of H2O/D2O. The femtosecond93

pulses required for this study are generated by a series of non-94

linear frequency conversion processes that are pumped with95

the pulses of a commercial Ti:sapphire regenerative ampli-96

fier (Spectra-Physics Hurricane). The amplifier system deliv-97

ers 100 fs-pulses centered around 800 nm with a pulse energy98

of 0.8 mJ. About 500 μJ of the amplifier output is split off to99

pump a white-light seeded optical parametric amplifier (OPA,100

Spectra Physics) based on BBO (β-barium borate), generating101

signal and idler pulses with a wavelength around 1250 nm and102

2200 nm, respectively. The idler pulses are frequency-doubled103

in a second BBO-crystal, and the resulting pulses at 1100 nm104

are used as a seed for parametric amplification in a KTiOPO4-105

crystal (potassium titanyl phosphate) that is pumped by the106

remaining 300 μJ of 800 nm light, leading to amplification of107

the doubled idler and generation of mid-IR pulses at the dif-108

ference frequency. The resulting mid-IR pulses have a wave-109

length of ∼2.8 μm and have a duration of 180 fs, an energy110

of 5 μJ, and a spectral width of approximately 150 cm−1.111

We use the pulses in a pump-probe experiment. We gen-112

erate probe and reference beams by splitting off a small por-113

tion (∼4%) of the mid-IR light with a wedged CaF2-window.114

The transmitted light is used as the pump beam. The probe is115

sent over a motorized delay stage to vary the time delay be-116

tween the pump and probe pulses. The pump, probe, and ref-117

erence are focused into the sample by a gold-coated off-axis118

parabolic mirror and recollimated by an identical mirror. The119

pump and probe foci are spatially overlapped in the sample.120

We measure the pump-induced transient absorption changes121

as a function of delay between the pump and the probe pulses.122

The reference is used for a pulse-to-pulse correction of the123

intensity fluctuations. The transmitted probe and reference124

beams are focused onto the entrance slit of a monochromator125

and frequency-dispersed on the two lines of a 2× 32 mercury-126

cadmium-telluride (MCT) array. The pump beam is chopped127

at a frequency of 500 Hz to detect the pump-induced absorp-128

tion changes. A variable λ/2-plate is used to set the polar-129

ization of the pump beam at 45◦ relative to that of the probe130

light. Behind the sample cell, a rotatable wire-grid polarizer is131

placed to select the polarization component of the probe beam132

parallel or perpendicular to the pump beam. From the parallel133

(�α‖) and perpendicular (�α⊥) components of the transient134

absorption changes, the isotropic signal is constructed:135

�αiso (ω, t) = 1/3 × (
�α‖ (ω, t) + 2 × �α⊥ (ω, t)

)
. (1)

We study aqueous solutions with NaI concentrations rang-136

ing from 1 to 6 mol/kg. NaI was purchased from Sigma137

Aldrich and used without further purification. The fraction of138

hydrogen139

fH = [H2O]

[H2O] + [D2O]
(2)

was varied between 0.04 and 1 with fH = 1 corresponding to140

neat H2O. The samples were held between two CaF2 win-141

dows separated by teflon spacers with thicknesses ranging142
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FIG. 1. Linear absorption spectra of the OH-stretching region for aqueous
NaI solutions (fH = 0.04) and neat HDO:D2O.

from 3.8 to 25 μm. Samples containing neat H2O were mea- 143

sured without spacer to avoid complete absorption of the in- 144

frared light due to the large absorption cross section of H2O 145

in the frequency region of the OH stretch vibration. The esti- 146

mated length of these samples is 1 μm. We measured linear 147

absorption spectra of the samples with a Perkin-Elmer spec- 148

trometer. In all experiments we tuned the center frequency of 149

the mid-IR pulses to the maximum of the linear absorption 150

spectrum. 151

III. RESULTS 152

A. Linear absorption spectra of HDO 153

Figure 1 shows linear absorption spectra in the OH 154

stretch region for neat HDO:D2O (fH = 0.04) and for aque- 155

ous NaI solutions of the same isotopic composition with salt 156

concentrations ranging from 1 mol/kg to 4 mol/kg. The OH 157

stretch band is centered at 3400 cm−1 for neat HDO:D2O, and 158

shifts to higher frequencies upon the addition of NaI, an effect 159

that has been observed before for aqueous solutions contain- 160

ing halide ions.5, 7, 8, 27 The blueshift results from the weak- 161

ening of the hydrogen bonds upon the formation of anionic 162

hydration shells. In particular, water molecules that donate a 163

hydrogen bond to Cl−, Br−, or I− ions absorb at a higher fre- 164

quency than water molecules that donate a hydrogen bond to 165

the oxygen atom of another water molecule. In the follow- 166

ing, we will distinguish anion-bound and water-bound water 167

molecules, the latter referring to water molecules for which 168

both hydroxyl groups donate hydrogen bonds to the oxygen 169

atoms of other water molecules. 170

B. Vibrational relaxation of water molecules 171

in NaI solutions 172

Figure 2(a) shows transient absorption spectra that were 173

measured for a 4m NaI solution (fH = 0.04) at delay times 174

ranging from 0.2 ps to 10 ps. The concentration of OH-groups 175
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FIG. 2. (a) Transient spectra of a 4 mol/kg NaI solution (fH = 0. 04) at delay times of 0.3, 0.6, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 10 ps. (b) Heat-corrected delay traces of
the same sample at frequencies of 3400, 3430, and 3460 cm−1. The excitation frequency was centered at ∼3430 cm−1.

in this sample is sufficiently low to avoid Förster resonant en-176

ergy transfer between the OH stretch vibrations.24 Hence, this177

solution allows the study of the separate vibrational relaxation178

dynamics of anion-bound and water-bound water molecules.179

At early delay times, the spectra show a strong negative peak180

centered around 3420 cm−1, originating from the bleaching181

of the ground state and stimulated emission from the first ex-182

cited state. The excited state absorption (1 → 2 transition) is183

red-shifted by 200 cm−1 from the fundamental transition and184

lies outside the spectral window of the experiment. At late de-185

lay times (>12 ps), the transient absorption spectra have the186

shape of a thermal difference spectrum, showing an induced187

absorption on the blue side and a bleaching-like signature188

in the red wing of the spectrum. This final spectrum results189

from the heating of the sample following the vibrational re-190

laxation of the excited OH stretch vibration. This signal does191

not change over the time scale of the experiment (∼1 ns).192

The signal decays clearly faster on the red side of the193

spectrum than on the blue side. In Figure 2(b), we plot the194

transient absorption changes as a function of delay time at195

three different probe frequencies. The absorption changes196

have been corrected for the ingrowing heating signal. The sig-197

nals are plotted on a logarithmic scale to show the strong non-198

exponential character of the decay. We observe a fast decay199

within the first two picoseconds, followed by a slower sec-200

ond decay process with a lifetime of several picoseconds. The201

amplitude of the slow component increases with frequency.202

We assign the fast component to water-bound HDOmolecules203

showing a vibrational relaxation time constant of 740 fs.28, 29204

The slow component is assigned to the OH groups of HDO205

molecules forming a hydrogen bond to the I− anion.8,9206

C. The influence of the H/D-ratio on the207

relaxation kinetics208

To investigate how the relaxation dynamics depend on the209

isotopic composition of the sample, we varied the fraction of210

hydrogen fH from 0.04 to 1. For a given fH, the sample thick- 211

ness was adjusted to give an absorbance of ∼1 unit of optical 212

density (OD) at the maximum of the OH-stretch absorption 213

band. In Figure 3, we show a comparison between the tran- 214

sient absorption changes for different concentrations of NaI 215

at an elevated H/D-ratio of fH = 0.2. The decay curves in 216

Fig. 3(b) have been corrected for the ingrowing heat sig- 217

nal. We observe a clear slow-down of the vibrational relax- 218

ation with increasing salt concentration, which can be under- 219

stood from the increase of the fraction of iodide-bound HDO 220

molecules. 221

Figure 4(a) shows that an increase of fH leads to a rise 222

of the final heat-signal relative to the magnitude of the initial 223

bleach. This observation can be understood from the higher 224

density of OH oscillators. For fH = 0.25, 0.5, and 1, the energy 225

of the pump-pulse that is absorbed by the sample is dumped 226

in a smaller volume than in the case of fH = 0.04, leading to 227

a larger rise in temperature and thus to a higher heating sig- 228

nal. Figure 4(b) shows decay curves that have been corrected 229

for the ingrowing heating signal and reveal the contribution to 230

the decay curves that is due to vibrational relaxation only. A 231

rise in the fraction of hydrogen in the sample clearly leads to 232

an acceleration of the vibrational relaxation, ultimately lead- 233

ing to a nearly complete decay of the signal within 1.5 ps for 234

fH = 1 (dashed red curve). It is clear that neither of the two 235

water components (water-bound and iodide-bound HDO) that 236

were observed for fH = 0.04 can be responsible for this fast 237

decay. It is well known, however, that bulk H2O-molecules 238

have an extremely short vibrational lifetime of 200 fs.25, 30 239

Hence, we conclude that the presence of a significant frac- 240

tion of H2O-molecules at higher values of fH opens up an ad- 241

ditional, highly efficient vibrational relaxation channel. It is 242

conceivable that the fast component in the decay curves is not 243

only due to H2O-molecules that are directly excited by the 244

pump pulse, but also represents H2O molecules that are ex- 245

cited by resonant energy transfer from the other water species 246

in the sample. The other water species may thus employ 247
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FIG. 3. (a) Transient absorption as a function of delay time for solutions containing 1, 2, 4, and 6m of NaI and a fraction of hydrogen fH = 0.2. All signals are
measured at a probe frequency of 3450 cm−1. The excitation pulses were centered at frequencies between 3400 and 3450 cm−1. The solid lines are obtained
with the kinetic model described in the text. (b) The transient absorption changes (squares) together with the kinetic model (solid lines) after correction for the
time-dependent grow-in of the heating signal. The vibrational relaxation slows down upon increasing the concentration of NaI.

near-by H2O molecules as an efficient channel for vibrational248

relaxation.249

D. Förster energy transfer250

Förster energy transfer has been observed before for iso-251

topic mixtures of neat water,24, 26 and leads to very efficient252

energy transfer among the hydroxyl stretch vibrations of the253

most abundant isotopic species. Förster energy transfer leads254

to a decay of the probability to find the excitation on the origi-255

nally excited oscillator. Assuming a statistical distribution (ra-256

dially and orientationally), Förster energy transfer leads to the257

following time-dependent survival probability of the excited258

oscillator: 259

S(t) = exp

(
−4

3
× π3/2 × COH ×

√
R6

0 × t/T1

)
, (3)

where COH denotes the number density of the OH-groups, R0 260

is the Förster-radius, and T1 is the pure vibrational relaxation 261

time, unaffected by energy transfer. The term
√
R6
0/T1 repre- 262

sents the coupling between the donor and acceptor hydroxyl 263

vibrations. The parameter T1 enters in this expression to de- 264

fine the Förster radius R0 as the distance between donor and 265

acceptor for which energy transfer plays a role within the life- 266

time T1. Hence, the value of the Förster-radius is referenced 267

with respect to a T1 value. Here, we define the Förster radius 268

R0 with respect to T1 = 200 fs, the vibrational lifetime of the 269
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FIG. 4. (a) Transient absorption as a function of delay time for solutions with fH varying from 0.04 (black squares) to 1 (red squares) and a NaI concentration
of 6m. All signals are measured at a probe frequency of 3450 cm−1. The excitation pulses were centered at a frequency of 3450 cm−1. The solid lines are
obtained with the kinetic model described in the text. (b) The transient absorption changes (squares) and the kinetic model (solid lines) after correction for the
time-dependent grow-in of the heating signal. The vibrational relaxation accelerates upon increasing fH.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the decay of the survival probability according to
Eq. (3) (dashed lines), reflecting the energy exchange, and the vibrational re-
laxation for different fraction of hydrogen, corrected for the grow-in of the
heat signal (points). The concentration of NaI is 6 mol/kg for all curves. The
vibrational relaxation curves have been normalized to unity for better com-
parison and the S(t)-curves have been convolved with a Gaussian of fwhm
= 250 fs to include the effects of the duration of the laser pulses used in
the experiment. Only in the isotopically most dilute sample (fH = 0.04) the
vibrational relaxation occurs faster than the exchange of energy.

O–H stretch vibrations of bulk H2O. We keep this reference270

T1 the same in fitting Eq. (3) to all studied solutions. As a re-271

sult, the obtained values for R0 are representative for the mag-272

nitudes of the average dipole-dipole couplings of the studied273

solutions. S(t) is the probability that an initially excited OH-274

group still remains excited after some time t, i.e., it repre-275

sents the probability that the excitation has not yet hopped276

to another OH-group. It should be noted that the description277

of resonant energy transfer in terms of Eq. (3) also accounts278

for intramolecular energy transfer between OH-groups lo-279

cated on the same molecule, albeit in an approximate manner.280

Equation (3) is derived assuming a statistical distribution of281

OH oscillators (with a concentration of 111 M for pure H2O)282

that starts at zero donor-accepter distance. Hence, intramolec-283

ular energy transfer is represented by the transfer between OH284

groups at typical mutual distances <2 Å. Obviously, this de-285

scription is an approximation as the true intramolecular dis-286

tance of the two O–H groups in the H2O is not statistical.287

In Figure 5, we show heat-corrected transient absorp-288

tion changes for a 6m NaI solution with fractions of hy-289

drogen of fH = 0.04, 0.25, 0.5, 1. We compare these data290

with the decay of the survival probability according to291

Eq. (3). We use values of T1 = 200 fs and R0 = 2.1 A from292

Ref. 24 that were obtained from a pump-probe study on mix-293

tures of HDO:D2O. We calculate the number density of the294

accepting OH-oscillators from the given fraction of hydrogen295

via COH = 2 × fH × NA × ρH2O/MH2O, where NA, ρH2O and296

MH2O denote Avogadro’s constant, the density of liquid H2O,297

and the molar mass of H2O, respectively.298

Figure 5 shows that the decay of the survival probabil-299

ity is highly sensitive to the value of fH. For fH = 0.04,300

S(t) decays slowly over a time scale of several picoseconds.301

The comparison with the corresponding transient absorption 302

changes reveals that the decay of the survival probability is 303

slower than the vibrational relaxation, which implies that for 304

fH = 0.04 intermolecular coupling between the OH-groups 305

of the water-bound or iodide-bound HDO-molecules is neg- 306

ligible. When increasing fH to 0.25, the decay of the survival 307

probability becomes strongly accelerated, leading to a drop to 308

∼50% of its initial value within the first 500 fs. This finding 309

implies that the excitation undergoes several “hopping” events 310

from one OH-group to another before it relaxes. The effect of 311

energy exchange on the relaxation dynamics is also notable 312

when comparing the heat-corrected decay curves for different 313

values of fH (Figure 4(b)). The biexponential behavior that we 314

observe for fH = 0.04 is essentially absent for fH = 0.25, 0.5, 315

and 1. Instead we observe a quasi-monoexponential decay, 316

indicative of an averaging of the lifetimes of different water 317

species in the sample (water-bound HDO/H2O, iodide-bound 318

HDO/H2O), a behavior that is caused by the exchange of ex- 319

citation on a time scale shorter than the vibrational relaxation. 320

We conclude that it is the rapid exchange of population that 321

causes the speed-up of the vibrational relaxation, namely, by 322

enabling the water-bound and anion-bound HDO-molecules 323

to transfer their excitation to rapidly relaxing water-bound and 324

anion-bound H2O molecules. 325

E. Modeling the vibrational relaxation for all fH 326

From Figures 4(b) and 5, it is obvious that the addition 327

of hydrogen not only leads to an averaging, but also to a 328

strong acceleration of the decay. We wish to establish a global 329

model that is able to describe the experimentally obtained de- 330

cay curves at any fraction of hydrogen and any concentration 331

of NaI. To this purpose, we first need to determine the rela- 332

tive abundance of each of the different water species (anion- 333

bound HDO/H2O, water-bound HDO/H2O). The amount of 334

each water species in the sample can be quantified from only 335

two parameters. The first parameter is the equilibrium con- 336

stant Keq of the isotope exchange reaction of water and heavy 337

water: 338

H2O + D2O ↔ 2HDO (4)

that has been measured with NMR-spectroscopy.31 From the 339

equilibrium constant of this reaction, that is defined as 340

Keq = [HDO]2 / ([D2O] × [H2O]) = 3.86 (5)

the amount of each of the three isotopomers in the sample at 341

each fH can be obtained. The second parameter required to 342

determine the relative abundance of each water species is the 343

hydration number of the iodide ion. We obtain this hydration 344

number from a description that was used in Ref. 9 that ac- 345

counts for the presence of unoccupied sites in the hydration 346

shell of the iodide ion. 347

Kiodide = [OH · · · I] / ([IS] × [OH · · ·O]) , (6)

where [Is] denotes the concentration of unoccupied sites 348

in the ion’s hydration shell. When the association constant 349

Kiodide and the maximum number of water molecules in the 350

first hydration shell are known, the fraction of anion-bound 351
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FIG. 6. The kinetic model used to fit the experimental data for fH = 0.15,
0.2, 0.25, 0.5, and 1, and NaI concentrations of 1, 2, 4, and 6m. The time-
dependent Förster-rate kF(t) is calculated as outlined in the text. The vibra-
tional T1 relaxation time constants are obtained from the literature.

and water-bound OH-groups can be calculated at any con-352

centration of NaI. We use a value for Kiodide of 0.25 as353

used in Ref. 9, and assume a maximum number of 8 wa-354

ter molecules to reside in the hydration shell of the I− ion.355

Hence, [OH · · · I]+[Is] = 8*[I−]. Equations (5) and (6) are356

used to calculate the amount of water-bound HDO, anion-357

bound HDO, water-bound H2O, and anion-bound H2O. The358

kinetic model that we employ to describe the experimentally359

observed relaxation dynamics is illustrated in Figure 6. We360

assume the presence of three excited states, namely, water-361

bound and anion-bound HDO and H2O (bound to water or to362

the anion) molecules that have different intrinsic vibrational363

lifetimes. Each of the three species is allowed to exchange en-364

ergy with each of the other species via Förster-energy trans-365

fer. By differentiation of Eq. (3), one obtains the following366

expression for the time-dependent Förster-rate kF:367

kF (t) = 2

3
× π3/2 × COH ×

√
R6

0/T1 × t−1/2 (7)

with T1 = 200 fs and the number density of accepting OH-368

groups COH being calculated as outlined in Sec. III D. TheQ2 369

coupled rate-equations are outlined in the Appendix and nu-370

merically solved by a 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm, in-371

cluding the cross-correlate of the pump and probe pulses. The372

vibrational lifetimes of all three excited states are available373

from previous studies.8, 28, 30 Following previous studies on374

the vibrational relaxation of bulk H2O,25,30 we include an in-375

termediate state in the relaxation of H2O with a lifetime of376

800 fs that accounts for delayed grow-in of the heat signal.377

The intrinsic vibrational lifetime of the O–H groups of H2O378

molecules that donate one or two hydrogen bonds to I− ions379

is not known, as the vibrational relaxation of these species380

will always be dominated by intramolecular energy transfer381

and/or energy transfer to the very fast relaxing H2Omolecules382

that show a T1 of 200 fs. However, the rapid initial decay of383

the signal for fH = 1 of Fig. 4(a) shows that the intrinsic T1384

time constant of iodide-bound H2O molecules must be fast385

and close to 200 fs. If the T1 of iodide-bound H2O would have386

been significantly longer than 200 fs, the initial decay would387

have slowed down with increasing iodide concentration, be-388

cause the initial decay represents the averaged vibrational re-389

laxation of bulk-like and iodide-bound H2O molecules. We390

observe a similar rapid initial decay at all studied NaI con- 391

centrations and fH = 1. Therefore, in modelling the data we 392

take the intrinsic relaxation behaviour of the I− bonded H2O 393

molecules to be the same as for bulk H2O molecules. 394

We perform a fit of 20 experimental datasets with a model 395

that employs only a single adjustable parameter, namely, the 396

Förster-radius R0. Figures 3(a) and 4(a) show that the fitted 397

curves are in excellent agreement with the experimental data 398

at all salt concentrations and all fractions of hydrogen. We 399

find the Förster-radius R0 to depend slightly on the concen- 400

tration of sodium iodide, having values of 2.5 ± 0.2 Å at 1m 401

and 2m NaI, 2.4 ± 0.2 Å at 4m NaI, and 2 ± 0.2 Å at 6m NaI. 402

For comparison, the Förster-radius of neat H2O was found to 403

be 2.1 Å.24 404

IV. DISCUSSION 405

We observe that an increase in the fraction of hydrogen 406

leads to an acceleration of the vibrational relaxation of allwa- 407

ter OH vibrations present in aqueous solutions of NaI. This 408

acceleration of all water OH groups can be explained from 409

the rapid resonant energy transfer between the different water 410

species. For water hydroxyl groups with an intrinsically slow 411

relaxation such as the OH groups of HDO molecules donat- 412

ing a hydrogen bond to I−, the resonant energy transfer to 413

H2O opens up an additional efficient relaxation channel. The 414

comparably long relaxation time of the HDO molecules do- 415

nating a hydrogen bond to I− has been explained in terms of a 416

reduced anharmonic coupling between the excited OH stretch 417

vibration and the OH · · · I− hydrogen-bonding mode.8 The 418

fast decay of the stretch band of H2O molecules has been ex- 419

plained by the Fermi-resonance of the OH stretch vibrations 420

with the overtone of the bending mode.30,32 421

In Fig. 4(b), it is seen that the fitted curve for fH = 1 (solid 422

red line, representing the convolution of the cross-correlate 423

and the vibrational relaxation with T1 = 200 fs) deviates from 424

the heat-corrected data points at later delay times. This de- 425

viation may originate from the description of the rise of the 426

thermal signal with a single (exponential) time constant. It is 427

conceivable that at salt concentrations as high as 6 mol/kg this 428

assumption is not fully appropriate anymore and that the dy- 429

namics of the heat grow-in are heterogeneous in nature and 430

would thus be given by a distribution of rates rather than a 431

single time constant. 432

Our modeling of the resonant energy transfer in terms of 433

the survival probability (Eq. (3)) is based on the assumption 434

of a randomly oriented distribution of acceptor molecules. 435

Furthermore, we assume that the transfer of the vibrational 436

excitation occurs irreversibly. The assumption of a statistical 437

distribution is of course a simplification of the actual physi- 438

cal picture. The validity of these assumptions has been stud- 439

ied in a recent paper by the Skinner group.33 In this study, it 440

was found that the effects of the reversibility of the energy 441

transfer and the influence of the relative orientation and spa- 442

tial distribution of the OH oscillators on the rate of resonant 443

energy transfer counteract each other to some extent, making 444

Eq. (3) a reasonable approximation to describe the dynamics 445

of Förster energy transfer in liquid water. 446
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The rate of resonant energy transfer between different447

types of oscillators depends on the overlap of the homoge-448

neous lineshapes and the cross sections.34 The rate of energy449

transfer from iodide-bound to water-bound water molecules450

can thus differ from the rate of energy transfer between bulk451

water molecules. For the iodide bound water, the absorption452

band is narrower and the cross-section is somewhat larger,453

leading to an increase of the resonant energy transfer rate. On454

the other hand, the central frequencies of the OH · · · I and455

OH · · ·O vibrations differ, leading to a decrease of the rate456

of energy transfer. It is to be expected that these effects more457

or less compensate each other, thus explaining why the fitted458

Förster-radius does not change dramatically with increasing459

NaI concentration. The small decrease of the Förster-radius460

from 2.5 ± 0.2 Å at 1m to 2 ± 0.2 Å at 6m NaI most likely re-461

sults from a dilution effect: the Na+ and I− ions take up space,462

thereby increasing the average distance between the hydroxyl463

groups of the water molecules.464

V. CONCLUSIONS465

We measured the vibrational relaxation dynamics of466

the OH-stretch vibration in aqueous solutions of sodium467

iodide of different isotopic composition. For low fractions of468

hydrogen (fH = 0.04), we observe two separately decaying469

water species that we assign to water-bound and iodide-bound470

HDO molecules. Increasing the hydrogen fraction leads to471

a drastic change in the relaxation behavior. We observe fast472

Förster-energy transfer of the vibrational excitation between473

the different water species present in the sample, i.e., the ion474

hydration shell and the bulk water. For HDO molecules in the475

hydration shell of the anion the resonant energy transfer to476

H2O molecules opens up a new vibrational relaxation channel477

that is much faster than the intrinsic vibrational relaxation.478

Hence, the resonant energy transfer strongly accelerates the479

vibrational energy relaxation of the anionic hydration shells.480

For fH ≥ 0.25, the Förster energy transfer is faster than the481

intrinsic vibrational relaxation rates of all the water species,482

and a single decay rate is observed that forms a weighted483

average of the relaxation rates of the different species. We484

model the data with a kinetic model that includes the Förster485

energy transfer between the different water species. This486

model provides an excellent description of the data for all487

studied NaI concentrations and isotope compositions. From488

the model we find that the Förster radius decreases from 2.5489

± 0.2 Å at 1m NaI to 2 ± 0.2 Å at 6m NaI. This means490

that the Förster energy transfer becomes somewhat slower at491

higher salt concentrations, most probably because the average492

distance between the water molecules increases as a result of493

the dilution of water due to the presence of Na+ and I− ions.494
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APPENDIX: � 501

The coupled rate-equations for the relaxation scheme

Q3

502

outlined in Figure 6 read as follows: 503

d [DOH · · · I]
dt

= − 1

T DOH···I
1

[DOH · · · I] − kF (t) [DOH · · · I]

+ kF (t) fDOH···I([DOH · · ·O]
+ [DOH · · · I] + [HOH]), (A1)

504

d [DOH · · ·O]
dt

= − 1

T DOH···O
1

[DOH · · ·O]

− kF (t) [DOH · · ·O] + kF (t)fDOH···O

× ([DOH · · ·O] + [DOH · · · I] + [HOH]),

(A2)

505

d [HOH]

dt
= − 1

T HOH
1

[HOH] − kF (t) [HOH]

+ kF (t)fHOH([DOH · · ·O]
+ [DOH · · · I] + [HOH]), (A3)

506

d
[
HOH∗]
dt

= 1

T HOH
1

[HOH] − 1

T ∗
1

[
HOH∗] , (A4)

507

d[vheat = 0]

dt
= 1

T ∗
1

[
HOH∗] + 1

T DOH···I
1

[DOH · · · I]

+ 1

T DOH···O
1

[DOH · · ·O] . (A5)

Each of the three excited states [DOH· · ·I], [DOH· · ·O], and 508

[HOH] decays with its respective T1-lifetime. We have used 509

values of T1
DOH· · ·I = 5 ps, T1

DOH· · ·O = 800 fs, T1
O· · ·HOH· · ·O

510

= 200 fs, and T∗ = 800 fs.8, 28, 30 In addition, each excited 511

state transfers population to the other two excited states via 512

Förster-energy transfer, which is described by the second term 513

in Eqs. (A1)–(A3). The time-dependent Förster-rate kf(t) is 514

calculated according to Eq. (7). At the same time, each state 515

gains population from the other excited states according to 516

its relative abundance in the sample. The back transfer is ac- 517

counted for by the last term in Eqs. (A1)–(A3). The relative 518

weighting factors fi in Eqs. (A1)–(A3) are calculated from 519

Eqs. (5) and (6). Numerical integration of the above rate equa- 520

tions is performed with a 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm 521

and yields the population of all involved states at every time 522

point t. 523

We have introduced a scaling factor of 2.5 for the contri- 524

bution of H2Omolecules at all salt concentration and fractions 525

of hydrogen to account for the larger absorption cross-section 526

of this species in comparison to water-bound and iodide- 527

bound HDO. 528
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